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Abstract—This paper presents two algorithms, which are
a nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) and
an indicator-based multi-objective local search (IBMOLS), for
solving a bi-objective p-Median problem. The bi-objective pMedian problem is a problem of finding p location points to install
facilities from a set of m candidates. This problem considers
two objectives: minimizing the sum of the distances from each
customer to the nearest facility and minimizing the sum of the
costs to install each facility in the selected location points. NSGAII and IBMOLS are efficient algorithms in the area of multiobjective optimization. Experiments are conducted on generated
instances. Hypervolume values of the approximate Pareto fronts
are computed and the obtained results from IBMOLS and NSGAII are compared.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper proposes two efficient multi-objective optimization algorithms, which are a nondominated sorting genetic
algorithm II (NSGA-II) and an indicator-based multi-objective
local search (IBMOLS), to solve the bi-objective p-Median
problem. We experiment on instances, which consider different
numbers of candidates and numbers of facilities.
The p-Median problem is a network-based location problem
in the area of location analysis [1], [2]. It needs to find
p locals, which use to install facilities, from a set of m
candidates. This problem is an optimization problem that needs
to reach the objective functions and satisfy the constraints.
The p-Median problem is classified as NP-hard problem [3].
Generally, the p-Median problem considers only one objective,
which is to minimize the sum of the distances from each
customer to the nearest facility. However, two objectives are
considered simultaneously in this paper. The second objective
is to minimize the sum of the costs to install each facility in the
selected location point. Thus, the multi-objective optimization
algorithms can be applied to solve the considered problem.
The multi-objective optimization is an interesting area
among researchers until nowadays. It has been continuously
developed since the multi-objective optimization can be formulated to assimilate real world questions. However, the methods
for solving multi-objective optimization problems are much
more complicated, and they require efficient optimization
strategies. Several heuristic methods have good performance
for solving this type of problems. Therefore, heuristic methods,
which are a nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-

II) and an indicator-based multi-objective local search (IBMOLS), are used to solve the considered problem in this work
and both results are compared. In the recent years, the single
objective p-Median problem was solved by using the genetic
algorithms, and it obtained good solutions [4], [5]. For the
multi-objective p-Median problem, a multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA) [6] and an iterated local search heuristic
(ILS) [7] were proposed for solving the problem.
The article is organized as follows. Section II explains the
multi-objective p-Median problem. The formulation of the
considered problem and the difficulty of the multi-objective
optimization problem are presented. The strategies of NSGAII and IBMOLS are presented in Section III. Section IV reports
the computational results. Finally, conclusions is discussed in
Section V.
II. M ULTI - OBJECTIVE P -M EDIAN PROBLEM
Generally, the p-Median problem considers only one objective, which is to minimize the sum of the distance from each
customer to the nearest facility. However, the second objective
is added in our problem to minimize the sum of the costs to
install each facility in the selected location point. Thus, the
formulation of this problem is as follows [6]:
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The values of dij is the distance from customer i to facility
at location point j, and fj is the cost to install the facility
at location point j. The decision variable xij equals to 1, if
customer i is serviced by facility at location point j, otherwise,
xij equals to 0. The decision variable yj equals to 1, if the
facility is installed at location point j, otherwise yj equals to 0.

The first constraint guarantees that each customer is serviced
by only one installed facility and each customer is supplied
from an facility at the installed location points in the second
constraint. The number of the installed localtion points is equal
to p by the third constraint.
The fitness of each individual must be taken into account
for all objective functions; therefore, we will not obtain only
one optimal solution, but a set of solutions. The obtained
tradeoff solutions are called Pareto optimal solutions. Because
of this, the algorithms that use to solve the multi-objective optimization problem are more complicated than the algorithms
for solving the single objective optimization problem. In this
work, algorithms for solving the multi-objective optimization
problem are studied. The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) and the indicator-based multi-objective
local search (IBMOLS) are proposed to solve the considered
problem.
III. G ENETIC ALGORITHM AND LOCAL SEARCH
STRATEGIES

In this section, two methods, which are applied to solve
the multi-objective p-Median problem, are explained. The
first methods is a nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II
(NSGA-II). It is an efficient and well-known algorithm in the
area of multi-objective optimization. The second method is an
indicator-based multi-objective local search (IBMOLS). It is a
generic algorithm, which combine the use of basic local search
and binary indicator.
A. Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II
Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II or NSGA-II was
proposed in [8]. The genetic algorithm is a population-based
metaheuristic method which is developed from the natural
survival concept. It operates by using several individuals in the
population. Each individual consists of a chromosome, which
represents one solution of the search space. For NSGA-II, the
individuals in the population are classified into several layers
of classification. NSGA-II uses the dominance relation in the
Pareto sense for ranking the individuals. This is called the
fast nondominated sorting. All nondominated individuals are
classified in the first rank. The ranking classification process
continues until all individuals in the population are classified.
Then, NSGA-II uses the crowding distance assignment for
ensuring the diversity in the considered front. The crowding
distance assignment sorts the individuals depending on the
distance between the two adjacent points in the objective
space. The individuals are ordered in the sorted set according
to the distance values from high to low. For the boundary
points, they always stay in the first positions of the sorted set,
so that they are always selected.
Each chromosome represents one solution. In this work, the
size of each chromosome is set equal to the value of p (number
of facilities that need to be installed). Each gene represents the
location point, which is selected to install the facility. Thus,
the gene value is an integer in the interval [1, m], where m is
the number of candidate location points.

In [9], two methods were used to generate the initial
chromosomes for the first iteration in the NSGA-II process.
The two methods were a random generation and a distributed
generation. The random generation assigned randomly the
gene values of each chromosome. The size of population
(po ) was fixed and it was set to 200. For the distributed
generation, it was borrowed from [4]. The size of population
was computed by using the idea that the population size
should be proportional to the number of feasible solutions.
All candidates must be assigned in the genes of at less two
chromosomes in the population. In the computational results
of [9], the random generation obtained better solutions than
the distributed generation. Thus, we use the random generation
to generate the initial population for the NSGA-II process in
this work.
To generate offspring of NSGA-II, the selection, crossover
and mutation operators are used. For the selection step, the
pe offspring are generated. To generate each offspring, two
parents are randomly chosen from the population, and the
tournament selection is applied. The winner from the tournament selection becomes one offspring in the selection set.
For the crossover process, the number of crossover offspring
is set to pc . A biased gene values assignment, which is
borrowed from [10], is applied. Each offspring is built by
using the crossover operator between a randomly selected
chromosome from the nondominated set and another randomly
selected chromosome from the whole current population. Each
element in the offspring is obtained from the element of
nondominated parent with the probability ρe . Otherwise, the
element of offspring is copied from the other parent. For the
mutation step, the offspring is generated by using the random
generation. The number of mutation offspring is equal to pm .
The offspring set and the current population are combined.
Then, the fast nondominated sorting and the crowding distance
assignment are used for selecting po best fitness individuals
to become the new population. The generations are repeated
until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
B. Indicator-based multi-objective local search
The indicator-based multi-objective local search or IBMOLS was initially proposed in [11]. It is an iterated local
search, which generates an approximate Pareto front P O as
an empty set before starting the first iteration and this set
is updated at the end of each iteration. IBMOLS starts by
generating the initial population for each iteration. In this
work, the random generation is used for the first iteration
and the perturbation is used for the other iterations. Then,
the nondominated solutions from the population are stored in
the archive set A. In [11], two indicators, an epsilon indicator
and a hypervolume indicator, were proposed to be the quality
indicators of the individuals in the population. We choose
to used the hypervolume indicator in this work. The fitness
values of all individuals in the population are computed by
using the indicator based on the hypervolume concept from
the indicator-based evolutionary algorithm or IBEA in [12].
The hypervolume is an indicator, which measures the area or

volume dominated by the set of considered solutions. The local
search step is applied for each individual until all individuals
are treated. The updated population is combined with the
archive set A and the nondominated solutions of this combined
set are stored in the new archive set A. If the archive set A
changes in this step, the process will return to apply the local
search step again. Otherwise, this iteration is finished and the
final archive set A is obtained. Then, the approximate Pareto
front P O will be updated by combining the obtained archive
set A with the approximate Pareto front P O, and the set of
nondominated solutions from the combined set becomes the
new approximate Pareto front P O. If it does not satisfy the
stopping criteria, the perturbation is used to generate a new
initial population for the next iteration of IBMOLS.
1) Initial population generation:
•

•

Random generation for the first iteration
A random generation is applied to generate the initial
population for the first iteration. Each individual in
the population has a chromosome, which represents the
selected p location points for the facilities installation.
Genes in the chromosome are generated randomly in the
interval [1, m] and each gene cannot be repeated.
Perturbation for the other iterations
For the other iterations, the perturbation is applied to
generate the initial population. The original chromosome
is randomly selected from the approximate Pareto front
P O. Then, some genes in the original chromosome is replaced by some non-selected location points. The number
of replacing genes is set to 0.2 of the chromosome size.
Then, the replaced chromosome becomes a chromosome
in the initial population of the next iteration.

2) Local search step: Each individual in the population is
considered one by one and its neighborhood is explored by
replacing a gene in the considered chromosome. The generated
neighbor is included in the population and the fitness of
each individuals in the population is updated. Then, the worst
individual is removed from the population and the fitness of
the remaining individuals are updated. If the included neighbor
is the same individual as the worst one, the new neighbor will
be re-generated by exploring the neighborhood.
The neighborhood of all individuals in the population are
explored and the population is updated. The archive set A
is also updated by storing the nondominated solutions of the
combined set, which combines the updated population and
the previous iteration archive set A. If the updated archive
set A does not change, the local search step will be stopped.
Otherwise, another local search step is performed.
The neighbor is generated by replacing a gene in the
chromosome with a non-selected location point. The position
of replacement is randomly chosen and the replaced nonselected location point is also random selected. The neighbor
will be re-generated, if the previous included neighbor is the
same individual as the worst individual and all neighbors in
the neighborhood is not explored.

IV. C OMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithms are tested on sixteen randomly
generated instances. The format of instance names is set to
Instance m_p where m is the number of candidate location
points, and p is the number of selected points.
The parameter values of the two proposed algorithms are
experimental tuned. For NSGA-II, the population size is set
depending on the initial population generation method. In
this paper, we use the random generation for generating the
initial population. Thus, the population is fixed and set to
200. The size of offspring sets from selection, crossover, and
mutation are equal to 0.3, 0.4, and 0.3 of the population size,
respectively.
For the crossover process, two parents are random selected
from the population. The first one is from the nondominated
set and the second one is from the entire population. Each element of the offspring is from the first parent with a probability
of 0.7 and from the second parent with a probability of 0.3.
The number of iterations since the last hypervolume values
improvement is chosen to be a stopping criterion, and it is set
to 500 iterations. It means that the algorithm will terminate,
if hypervolume value improvement is stable for more than
500 iterations. For IBMOLS, the population size is set to
10. The random generation is applied to generate the initial
population for the first iteration and the perturbation is applied
to generate the initial population for the other iterations. In
the perturbation process, some genes in the chromosome are
replaced by the non-selected location points. The number of
the replaced genes is set to 0.2 of the chromosome size.
The number of iterations since the last hypervolume values
improvement is also chosen to be a stopping criterion, and it
is set to 10 iterations. According to the IBMOLS procedure,
there is two other steps, which are the population development
checking and the archive set change checking for operating the
repeated process, thus the stopping value does not need to be
set as high as in NSGA-II.
The objective function values are normalized to a range
between 0 and 1, by dividing with the sum of the distances
from each customer to the farthest facility for the first objective
and the sum of p maximum costs to install the facilities
for the second objective. In each iteration, the hypervolume
of the nondominated solutions set are computed. To ensure
that all solutions in the nondominated solutions set, even the
solutions obtaining the worst objective values, are considered
for computing the hypervolume value, thus the reference point
of the hypervolume is set to (2,2).
The algorithms are implemented in C++, and thirty runs
per instance are tested. Two proposed methods are applied
to solve the multi-objective p-Median problem. The set of
testing instances consists of sixteen instances, which consider different numbers of candidate location points (m) and
different numbers of selected points (p). The results which
are obtained from the two methods are compared. For thirty
runs, the hypervolume values of the approximate Pareto front
are computed. Box plots of all instances, which illustrate the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the hypervolume values of the approximate Pareto
front and the average computation times between NSGA-II and IBMOLS for
small and medium instances
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front and the average computation times between NSGA-II and IBMOLS for
large instances
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maximum value, the median value, the minimum value, and
the interquartile range of the hypervolume values, and the
average computation times, are presented in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
The box plots show that NSGA-II obtains better hypervolume values for the small instances, which consider 50
candidate location points (Instance 50_5 and Instance
50_10). However, IBMOLS obtains better hypervolume values for all other instances, both on median value and standard
variation. Moreover, it spends less computational times. We
notice that IBMOLS obtains better solutions, even if the
population size and the stopping criterion value for IBMOLS
are set much less than for NSGA-II. IBMOLS is more
efficient than NSGA-II for the medium and large instances,
since IBMOLS uses the easiness of the basic local search,
the advantage of population-based algorithm, which explores
diverse initial solutions in the solution space, and it also
uses the efficiency of the binary-indicator for selecting the
good solutions. IBMOLS can obtain better approximate Pareto
front and the best approximate Pareto fronts of all tested
instances are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The figures
of the approximate Pareto front show that the multi-objective
optimization algorithms give many nondominated solutions on
the approximate Pareto front. Then, the decision makers can
choose one preferred solution from the approximate Pareto
front to be the best solution of this problem.
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Fig. 3.
The best approximate Pareto fronts, which are obtained from
IBMOLS, for small and medium instances
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
A nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) and
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applied to solve a multi-objective p-Median problem. NSGA-II
uses many chromosomes in the population. Each chromosome
consists of several genes. Each gene represents one selected location point, which is assigned in the solution. In this work, the
random generation is used to generate the initial population. In
the process of NSGA-II, the selection, crossover, and mutation
operators are applied. A binary tournament is used in the
selection process; a biased gene value assignment is applied
for the crossover; and the random generation is also used in
the mutation step. For IBMOLS, the random generation and
the perturbation are used to generate the initial population
for the first iteration and the other iterations, respectively.
The nondominated solutions in the population are stored in
the archive set and the approximate Pareto front is updated,
when each iteration finishes. The experiments are conducted
on sixteen randomly generated instances. The objectives of this
problem are to minimize the sum of the distances from each
customer to the nearest facility and to minimize the sum of
the costs to install each facility in the selected location points.
The results, which are obtained from NSGA-II and IBMOLS,
are compared.
NSGA-II obtains better hypervolume value for the small
instances. However, for the medium and large instances,
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